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",
,D.C . C. ' h"'"
. anges
Wa'ive~I,n Rules
The District of Columbia
Court of Appeals changed the
waive-in procedure on April 14,
1977. As we understand the new
rules, the last date' on which
, members of other state bars may
apply to waive into the District
of Columbia is Friday, Decem:
ber 30, 1977. Only persons who
. are officially (and not just
persons who have passed the
examination) admitted to other
states may file anapplication-on
or up to that date.'
"',
The Admission Requirements
after December/ 30- will be as'
follows:",
"",
'
1) Members of a Bar of a court
of general. jurisdiction of any
state ,or, territory may" upon
.proof'-. of general. fitness to
pracrice-faw. and good moral
character; be admitted' to -the.
Bar ' of', this' Court without
examination
provided
such
" member has engaged in the
'practice ofIaw for -a period of
not less 'than' five years of the
eight years, immediately preceding the.' date '" of .his or her
application.
'

2) In the -.event that the
requirements
for' admission
without examination of the state
or .territory upon which the
application for admission is
based provides for a period of
practice of less, than five years,
the applicant may seek admission based upon the time period
requirements of that jurisdiction.
'
3) As used in this subsection,
the term practice of'Jaw shall
mean, either exclusively engaged
in -the private '"practice of, law
elsewhere than in the District of
"Columbia, employmenrias
a
lawyer in the law offices of the '
executive, legislative, or judicial
departments of the United
States, ·itiCluding.-.the independent agencies thereof or, by, any
state, territory, or municipality,
with duties of furnishing, legal
-counsel, drafting _' rules. and
regulations, interpreting the law,
or, preparing, trying or presenting .cases...before the courts,
executive departments; administrative bureaus or agencies,

by James Scott

····Llbrary·Standards

\

Defined,

by James Hambleton
The point of the .article which
appeared in the last Advocate
discussing the effect on the law
library of the new ABA standards was somewhat dulled by
the assignment of "an unfortunate headline. As Mr. Bernard
accurately states, G.W. is in no
material violation of either the
ABA standards or the even'
stricter AALS standards. However, that the .school must still
make great improvements to"
comply fully with the spirit of
the new regulations needs to be
underscored.
The new ABA standards, as
the earlier Advocate . article
asserted, are a thorough revision
which place a great emphasis on
the service, aspect of the law
library. By demanding a direct
involvement of the library in the
law school educational process,
the ABA is adopting a policy
which ,other, law schools have
already developed.
There are two theories of the
tole the library and its staff
should' play in the law school
curriculum .. Some view the law

by Hugh Bernard
The April 5 issue of the
ADVOCATE carried a thoughtful and constructive article by
James Hambleton,a GWU law
.student and a professional law

librarian" (AcquisitionsIibrarian
of the law firm of Arnold &
Porter), who is 'a member of
GWU's Law Library Studentlibrary as. a mere depository of
Faculty Committee, about the
non-circulating materials, which
challenges posed to our library
~
'continued on p. 6
by the revised American Bar
- Association standards for law
libraries in ABA-approved law
schools. Unfortunately,. the impact of the article on readers was
_by Cal Steinmetz.
,
impaired and' a wholly false
The graduation speakers committee is pleased to announce that impression given, by the incorthis years commencement speaker will be the Honorable Sarah T." rect and sensational headline
Hughes, Senior Judge on the U.S. DistrictCourt, Northern District
assigned by the ADVOCATE
of Texas. Judge Hughes, a 1922 graduate of the George Washington
editors, ,to-wit, "Library Fails
University Law School,' is' remembered by most as the' judge who ABA Standards," Not only was
swore in President Johnson on the plane following the death of the headline not backed up by
President Kennedy.' Judge Hughes' distinguished career has the article, the effect could be to
included serving on the Metropolitan Police Force from 1919-1922, create unnecessary apprehen-'
serving as a member of the Texas Legislature from 1931-1935, sion in our students as to the
sitting as a judge on the 14th District Court of Texas from true status of the Law Library,
1935~1961,and sitting ather present position on the U.S. District
here at GWU. For this reason I
Court from 1961 on, at the age of eighty-one.
submit this article to' set the
• Judge Hughes' awards include the Outstanding Woman in the
record straight.
Field of Law, 1963, by Who's Who of American Women; Federal
Bar Award For Services To Legal Profession, 1964; Press
Briefly, a bit of background.
Media-Texas Woman of The Year, 1968; The Zonta Service Law schools in this country have
Award, 1946; and Alumni Achievement Award from George two entirely different "approWashington University, 1937.
,
ving" or "accrediting" agencies
I would personally like to thank Professor David Robinson for--the (the word "accrediting" is officiinvaluable services he performed in helping us select a speaker, and
ally a no-no to both). One, the
for his assistance in helping us get funding for Judge Hughes' trip
Association of American Law
and stay' in Washington. Further thanks to Professor Stevenson, Schools, isa
voluntary' body
Dean Kramer and Dean Potts, and the students on the committee. whose test of law school (and law,
for their help in getting a speaker.
library) excellence are measured

;Gradua t ion'Speaker

<,

.'.i terms of eligibility for election
ofthe schools to membership in
the 'AALS. George Washington,
University (under its former
name of Columbian University)
was' one of the founding charter
members of this association at
its organization in 1900, and has
held uninterrupted' membership
ever since. It is in no danger of
withdrawal of its membership,
or even of probationary ,status.
Only in 'one respect does our law
library fail to meet its standards:
. this is in the percentage of
students 'who can be seated in
the 'library at· one time. The
AALS standards prescribe that
for a school having two divisions
(day and evening) the library
should seat 652 of the student
body in its larger division. For
the past three years or so GWU
.has : enrolled
approximately
'1,000 students in its day division, and about 700 in its.
evening division (counting both
J.D. and post-LD. candidates).
Thus, we should be capable of
seating 650 students at one time
in our library. Actually, we have
528 student seats in total in our
library. In this one lapse from
continued on p. 5 '
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Editorials
Law

Course ·
Selection

'.\

":.

'Sabbath

This semester the final 'exam
The degree of Master of Comparative Law (American Practice) is schedule includes several exams
described in the law school catalog as a degree, "directed towards 'on Saturday. This creates a
problem for certain Jewish stupreparing students for a bar examination in an American
jurisdiction."
'
dents who do not write on the
Sabbath. The Dean's office has
Unfortunately, this description 9f .the MCL (American Practice)
degree is both inaccurate and misleading, for few of the students
agreed to discontinue this pracenrolled in this degree are prepared 'to pass a bar examination upon -tice in the future. As for this
obtaining their degree.
' year, Dean Kirkpatricks's only
, The bar examination failure rate among these students is due, in solution was to offer those
part to the law school's failure to respond ,to the special needs of students the .opportunity of
foreign students. The law school has no institutional counseling or spending their Sabbath in a
tutorial services for foreign students; no special courses to introduce
professor's home and then writthese students to an alien system of law (Georgetown has both a ing their exams on Saturday
special advisor and a special seminar for its foreign students). As a evening. Several. of the affected
result, many of these students feel that G.W. is merely,selling them a students expressed their feeling
right to take the D.C. Bar.
that they were not being given
It might be argued that the Bar examination failure rate is due to the best of condition in which to
the poor ability of, the students, rather than to any faults in a take an exam.Tf the NLC cannot
program purportedly designed to prepare students to pass a bar
trust its students the least it. can
exam. We submit that assuming this argument is true, G.W. has an
do is to require the professors
obligation to upgrade the quality of students enrolled in the
involved to provide .make-up
program. It is cynical for G.W. to admit students to a program
exams for these Jewish students.
<;
aimed at passing a bar in the knowledge that the students have little
chance of passing the bar. However, we further submit that G.W.
must upgrade its own foreign student program before it can attract
more qualified foreign students.
,
The current neglect in the foreign student program has alienated
. Us new people is taking
many students currently or formerly enrolled in the program. We
over from those other creepy
know of at least one former student who has advised. potential
foreign students to enroll somewhere else. Thus, G.W. may be losing fartsthat was running this here
rag. Them dummies sure got
many highly capable potential students.,
Foreign students can do much to enhance the reputation --;;nd people mad over stupid stuff.
quality of this school. Many of them, particularly the students in the We's people vplan ron getting
people mad over smart stuff.
Afghan/Korean program, are highly .intelligent and capable
attorneys. But they can do much more for this school if treated with - After all> us are smart Law
students. Hah, Hah? Anyhow,
attention, not neglect.
'
we'd like to send them last
turkeys off right. But, we ain't
got no hot tar. We got alot of
feathers though. with all them
stuffed shirts in this here jail
house? Hah, hah. Anyhow, bye,
bye.
'
In the last issue .' of .the what to print and what not to
Advocate a story ran on the first print.
,
page concerning the recent
Our answer to this is that we
G.W. Program Board/Govern- do not serve as a mouthpiece for
ing Board Elections. No names' anyone side or faction. We
were mentioned in the story but intend to print whatever we feel
one of the candidates, Richard is fit to print. We do not intend Dear Editor:
Lazarnick (who was defeated in to buckle under to pressure. Our
Heihman's and Anderson's
his bid for another term as Letter-to-the-Editor page is al- letters to the editor on grades
Program Board Chairperson) ways open to opposing points of (Advocate, 4/5/77) both miss the
felt that the story was so one viewbut under no circumstances point. Admittedly, however, my
sided that it should have been an will we not run an article opinion maybe colored (or given
editorial and that his political because someone may find it strength?) by the fact that I
career had been ruined. '
disagrees with his particular
graduated from the law school a
We fail to see how an article viewson an issue.
year ago and I now work in the
that does not mention any
names can be harmful to any
one person in particular.

Feathers

'Our Position

As a first-year evening
student at the National Law
Center. I recently experienced
the first of several opportunities
to pre-register for law courses
well ill..advance. While I greatly
appreciate the advance planning
that pre-registration' allows, I
was much disturbed by the derth
of criminal law subjects offered
to evening students. Not only
does this area, seem underrep-'
resented but the courses that
ARE taught conflict with 'each
other. For example, in the fall,
the Center offers\390 (Forenisic
Medicine), 480 (Law of Criminal
Corrections), 334 (Advanced
Criminal Procedure), and 479
(Criminal Practice Seminar).
The ifirst . three are offered
concurrently on Monday evenings, with 479 on Wednesdays.
The last course is limited,
.however, to a very small group
(15 persons) of third-year students. It might further be noted
that the three criminal' law,
courses offered on Monday
'evenings also conflict with the
course on-Property, required of
second-year evening students.
Hence the second-year evening
student interested in' this· area
has no choice within his or her
field in the fall semester e\'ening'
curriculum.
. This leads a student placed in
this frustrating situation to look
beyond the fall semester with
anticipation of a greater choice
in the spring. Unfortunately, the
spring schedule reinforces. an
already creeping fear that erim-

Horatio

As far as ruining political
careers is concerned we can 'only
reiterate what a former President was fond of saying, "If you
can't take the heat stay out of
the kitchen."
The article relied on written
opinions of the Elections Committee and Student Faculty
Committee on Appeals. No one
was interviewed because time
did not permit us to interview
the twenty or so people involved.
This is the second time in less
than a semester that someone
has disagreed strongly with an
article that the Advocate has
printed and given us advice on

EDITORS
Mordy Lipkis
Tim O'Neal

Stephen Reisner
Andrew Lopez'
BUSINESS MANAGER
Don Leibowitz
CONTRIBUTORS:

T. A. Coon, SebastianGrabef, Jeff Gorsky,
Hugh Y. Bernard, James Hambleton, Lynn
Hiner, Cal Steinmetz, Ron Ofstroff, James
Scott, Marie Henry, F. Shaun Bums, Tom
Blair, ElmerFudd, The James Gang -

inal law is not considered
essential or desirable for evening
students. Spring semester 1978
offers the same limited-enron.
ment 479 Practice Seminar
which, even if one could surviv~•
the requirements of waiving the .
~ird-year st~nditig, c~mpetes
With the required Constitutional
Law course. So, indeed, does
• Evidence, which must also be
postponed due to conflicts. As
far as I can surmise, this is the
extent of criminal' law course
offerings to the evening student
io the spring.
'
In glaring contrast, the Law
Center's bulletin boasts an
enticing potpourri of courses
which in large part, formed the
basis for my initial interest in
GW. In addition, many of these
courses appear in the curriculum for day students. Day
classes for .jhe fall semester
include Advanced Criminal Pro' cedure (with a choice of sections), Law and Criminology 1,
Law and Psychiatry, Medicine
for Lawyers, and Forensic Medicine. No more than two of these
courses are offered at the same
time, and in each instance, the
student. can choose an ' alternarive section of one of the courses
to avoid a conflict. In addition,
the courses do not compete with
major requirements. The spring
semester is also appealing to day
students interested in criminal
law. They have four course
continued on

p.: 6

Algers

Washington office of a large range, 65-90, of the present
'out-of-town firm. .
system). However, having only
The basic question in any two would make almost any
grading system is how many comparison on grades impossislots there should be. Heihman ble. Anderson's statement that
argues the middle slots are too such a two-tiered system "works
close together because profes-": well enough" (whatever that
s~rs are reluctant to give many ',.means) for NYU is hardly
high grades, '.
.
persuasive authority.
He ignores the fact, however
'
that the grade curve is "ske d"
Anderson characterizes any
toward the mid-to-high 70' weI
form of class ranking as "inas a so ppropri a te"
. Ilt s use
b,ecause professors are reluctant
e . an d d ecnes
to give too many low grades The
by prospective employers even as
frequent charges of "tea h e only "an indication" of a
abuse" for giving any low gr~der student's competence. I suspect
obvio~sly contribute to t~: he would agree, however, ~hat
. bunching Heihman condemns
law school grades certainly
Anderson argues that the
demonstrate legal competence
, sho~"d be only two slots: "H~:
be~er than does a student's sex,
. ors, and "Pass." (His third hair color, or college performsuggested slot , "Fal'l",IS .' so ance, ~ar~ly~se.dnow that its inclusion
Comparisons based on ra~
IS ~nslgDlficant.) But students
c~assrank admittedly lack prec~!~ehng ~nable to make the sion, Thus, employers do constHonors cut obviously would der other factors. But when they
do just that amount of work have two applicants whose reo
required to receive a "Pass"
cords are similar except for
Perhaps there should be fewer grades, should employers be
than 25 grade slots (the effective
. continued on p. 6
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GU,i Ityof ..
.Speech

.,

by Stephen Reimer
lives and time they spend in jaif·cr~~d .. He does believe in work
Jerry' Paul,and
Lennox is too important. ,
,,;for change now. He believes,as
Hinds spoke to a small group of
In" 1963, Jerry Paul-« was _ does Jerry Paul, that going to the
people at the Law Center on involved in" the open housing press, taking-the attack directly
April 18:. Jerry Paul, who fight" in Louisville, Kentucky. to the "Justice" system is
represented Joann Little, is The .City Council very calmly ',important ~- "turn the process
under the threat of disbarment . refused to meet with his group. around" .•He feels that lawyers
-for statements he made during Well,.after the refusal, somehow 'often end up as prostitutes; "we
that trial. The 4th Circuit ' a thousand chickens were let trade our skills to the highest
recently affirmed his contempt . loose in the Court House. With . bidder." He stated that lawyers
conviction, and the Standard.aIlthe
publicity that resulted don't get disbarred for ineom- .'
Fitness Committee of the N.C.. from this stunt, the City Council petence, and very' rarely for
Bar Association has instituted . was more than happy to meet stealing from' people. Yet the'
disbarment proceedings. Lennox and some progress-was made.
Bar does threaten lawyers .for·
Hinds is the NationaI.Director of
Jerry Paul filed a compaint exercising their -lst Amendment
the' National Conference of against Sam Ervin for blocking rights; as the Court puts it" they ,.
.: Black. Lawyers. He also has' federal funds for paving streets. don't want the lawyer to do
trouble concerning, statements Jerry Paul wanted to get, some . .anything to harm their client. As
he made in the trial of Joan dirt roads paved in the black Jerry Paul puts it, horseshit. "
Chesalon.
'
neighborhoods of Chapel Hill"
Jerry 'Paul may soon .lose his'
, Both men consider themselves North" Carolina. He called a license for practicing law simply
-"c freedom fighters. Both have a press conference and had a for criticizing the system as he'
history of speaking their minds;, public 'trial-of Sam. He-Jet a sees it. If you feel that the Bar
they evidently are not afraid of 'chicken represent Sam,' and the Association should not be able
exercising their ,First Amend- 'chicken did a remarkable good to disbar, harass or intimidate
ment rights.
,.job. Just like Sam, if you didn't lawyers inthis manner,write the
Jerry Paul .wants to stir things get your hand around his neck' President of the North Carolina
up, create' dissatisfaction, in just right, he would fly away.,.. Bar .Assoelation, Ralph Stockorder to move things; as he Jerry Paul wanted to both draw! ton, Jr., P.O. Box 506, Spruce
. states it, reap a whirlwind of attention to the dirt streets and Pine, North Carolina 28777. '
confusion. By creating confu- to the larger problems.,
sion, you create alternatives,
Lennox Hinds is an activist for
then grab the right thing and people's rights. He' is very
take a chance. His objective is to concerned with procedures by"
",~
change power relations, He does which change, development can ','
,
"
"'"
.not believe this can be done in take place. - He believes' in
._
the courtroom in a relaxed, calm dialectical materialism and, as
It was Dave Frolio's game 11-10.
atmosphere. As Jerry Paul puts such, brought-a perspective to winning home ron with two out
It was this type of close,
it, it is the game the present the discussion that differed from . in the bottom of the ninth which spirited play which character-,
power structure plays. People's that of. some members of the ; gave' Donkey,Lu~ the champ- - ized this. years tournament.,'
. ionship of the 1977 SBA ccredTwelve
teams 'and: over ISO
softball tournament. The Sym- people participated in the four.
.; . bionnese Patsies went down to day affair. In the semi-finals,
'defeatin the final by..a score of
i

The breakdown as to type of
The Placement Office recently positions obtained by the 1976,
submitted a" report .concerning graduates was as follows:
. Private Practice, 111; Governthe 1976 graduates to the
National Association of Law ment: Federal, 85; State and
local, 12; Non-legal positions,
Placement. The graduatesincluded in the report were the classes 11; Business Concerns: .Legal
of Sepiember1975,
February positions, 18; Non-legal posiand May 1976. There were 299 tions, 5; Judicial Clerkshipsi
who reported their positions, 14 Federal, 12; State, 8; Public
who were not seeking employ- Interest, 6; Indigent Legal Serviment, and 7 who were still ces, 6; Military: Legal positions"
available. Unfortunately, we still 10; Non-legal positions, 1; Acahavel05 of the 1976 graduates demic: Law School faculty, 1;
. whose employment status' is Advanced law degree, 1; Other,
unknown. In this regard we 3; Labor Union, 1; Trade
urgently request all 1977 gradu- Associations, 6; Other, 4.
, ates to let us know your status
The geographical status of the'
before you leave school this
graduates was as follows: Wash~
spring. Night students who plan
ington, D.C., 209; New York,
to . remain' in their present
33; Northern Virginia, 22; Mapositions should inform us of
ryland, 15; California, 12; Pennsuch plans, too. We will be sylvania, 9; Ohio, 6; New Jersey"
sending out questionnaires to"
5; Texas, 4; Colorado, 3;
the May 1977 graduates soon Florida, 3; minois, 3; Michigan,
and would like to know about·
3; Tennessee, 3; Hawaii, 2;
those employed as well as those Rhode Island, 2; South Carolina
graduates' , who will not be 2; Foreign, 2.'
actively looking and those who
One graduate located' in each
are still available. This will give
us some indication as to the, of the following states: Arizona,
present situation compared with Connecticut, Delaware, Indiana,
past years. Your help- in this Kansas, Louisiana, Massachudifficult task of tracking' down setts, Missouri, Nebraska, New
several hundred graduates will Mexico, North Dakota, Utah
and Washingfon.
definitely be appreciated.
by Lynn HIner' ,

T·21·j~

D on'"kee'.y L us t ..Scores'

.>

Placement
Sta t.ist ics

'"\.fl.

, 'oo"'~

.

,

,

Symbionnese'defeated the Ming
Dynasty, while Donkey Lust ate
up Sloppy Seconds. '>~'.
.
The SBAwould like to thank
Bill Kominers and Steve, Matz
for all their work itrsetting up
the tou.rnament. , , ,

We're: #1 in-MarylarKl, D.C.,'and
Vrginia-and vvith ~
reason:
more successful

bar apprlCCrisfor
each exam in those jIrisdictions than ai-other,
_bar reviews combined.

.BRI prepares
-Tbose ~

chose BRI because 8R1's '
n1ateriaIs-both Multistate and local law outlinesare unSurpasSed in quality and, because

'·BRI's faculty

~berSare

liar review experts-

,specialists on past exams, the best combination
,of ,national and local expertise.
'

Courses. for July exams
begin June 3.
,

'

,

;,.-'".

"

1909 K Street,NW- 833-3080
Washington, D.C.20006

BRI

-
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of Courses, .Teachers

.St uden t 'Evaluations
~'.

.

n,Profeaol'
results are being placed on reserve in the library. '
The student evaluations completed at the end of last
5. How organized and coherent was the instructor's
The SBA is considering revising the present,method
.semester before final exams have finally become
presentation of the material?
of student evaluations. Suggestions from both students '., 6. How interesting were the instructor's class
available. Through the wonders of modem computer'
and faculty will be welcomed..
. ',.
.technology, the valuable assistance of the G.W.U.
preseiltations?
Computer Center and "ata total cost of several hundred
7. How respectful was this professor's attitude
Following is a list of the questions asked:
dollars to the S.B.A., the results were compiled.
-.
towards and treatment of students?
The function of this presentation is to provide (1) a
'a
Considering the suitability of the subject matter for
I. Instructional Materials '
reference for students when selecting next year's
class
participation, how encouraging and responcourses; (2) information to the Dean on the
1. Rate the text and/or casebook as to its usefulness
sive was the professor's attitude towards student
in
helping
you
to
understand
the
subject
matter
of
.
performance of new and part time instructors; and (3)
.questions and discussion?
.
the course.
.
.'an appraisal for professors of how students reacted to
9.,
How
willing
was
this
instructor
to make himself
2. Rate the non-textual materials (handouts, outside
their course.
.
available
and
helpful
to
students
outside
of class?
,
or
recommended'
readings,
graphs,
sample
probEach evaluation consisted of thirteen questions. The .
10. Rate this professor's overall performance.
lems, etc.) as to. their usefulness in helping you to
scale ranged from one (far below average) to five (far
understand the subject matter ..
above average). The statistical mean of all the courses is
m.Course
3.5 (highest-4.7 and lowest-I. 7) and the mean for all the
3. How interesting were the materials?
11. Rate the conceptual difficulty of the subject matter.
professors is 3.6 (highest-3.9 and Iowest-f.B), Assuming I 4. Considering, Intel' alia, wordiness, depth of
12. Considering the number of credit-hours, how much
coverage, effectiveness of 'case selection and
the averages followed a "gaussian" or normal
work did this Course require? editing,
and
helpfulness
of
notes
and
comments,
distribution, the vast bulk of the professors should have
13. Give your overall evaluationof thts course.
rate the overall quality of the materials.
ratings between 3.3 and 3.9 and the courses' ratings
should be between 3.2 and 3.8. Copies of the complete
13.
12.
11.
,3.
·9.
10.
7.
8.
, Course Number, Title, and Professor
Responding
6.
1.
2.
4.
S.
4.0
4.2
4.2
3.6
4.6."
4.4
3.5
3.9 '. 4.1
4.5
3.5
4.7
203-Day Contracts, Pock
. 1351 3.6
.
3.6
3.5
4.3
4.4
3.7
3.1
. 3.2
3.9
3.7
3.7
3.1
3.2
0.0
203-Day Contracts, Ginsburg
100
4.6
3.8
4.3
4.0
4.0
,3.5
3.3
3.3
4.2
3.8
3.1
3.8
203-Day Contracts, Cibinic
874.2
3.6
3.8
4.5
4.4
3.9
3.3
3.9
4 ..2
4.6
3.6
4.5
3.7
203-Night Contracts, Pock
109
4.1
3.4
3.3
4.4
3.9
4.0
3.1
4.0
3.5
3.7
3.8
4.6
4.4
207-Day Torts, Seidelson
95
3.9
3.3
3.3
4.1
4.1
3.2
3.9
3.7
3.94.4
4.4
3.7
4.0.
207-Day Torts, Banzhaf
54
3.1
3.6
3.8
2.9
4.0
207-Day Torts, Park
. 79
4.4
3.6
3.7
3.0
3.9
3.9
3.8
4.5
3.0
3.4
3.4
4.1
2.9
211-Night Property, Brown
58
2~9
3.1
4.1
4.3
4.0
3.3
3.4
2.1
4.0
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
3.7-'3:9
215-Day Criminal Law, Sirulnik
92
3.9
3.6
3.4
4.1
4.4
4.4
4.1 ..' 4.0
3.9
3.5
4.2
3.3
215-Day Criminal Law, Robinson
83
4.0
3.5
3.6
3.8
~.7, 3.6
4.1
3)
2.9
3.0
3.2.
0.0
3.0
215-Day Criminal Law, Ferster
63
3.8
3.6
2.8
3.2
2.4
2.6
3.5
2.8
. 0.0
2.6
215-Day Criminal Law; Starrs
70
2.6
3.2
3.0
3.0
3.1
2.8
2~3
3.6
2.6 .. 2.4
2.3
220-Day Legal Research, Phillips
82
2.8
4.2
4.3
2.2
2.6
2.0
2.8
3.0
3.6
3.4
2.7
2.0
2.8 "- 3.2
22Q-Day Legal Research, Lynch
51
4.1
2.5
3.6
3.7
4.8
4.5
3.8
4.5
4.4
2.7
3.9
4.3' , 3.6
303-Night International Law, Mallison
' 21
3.1
3.7
4.0
3.4
3.4
3.4
4.1
3.6
3.3
3.3
3.4
309-Night Conilists, Smalls
38
3.3 0.0 3.1
3.3
3.8
3.4
4.3
0.0
4.4
3.8
3.6
3.3
3.4
3l1-Day Agency & Patternship, Schiller
76 ' 3.2
0.0
3.0
3:1
3.4
3.1
'3.9
3.7
3.7
3.3
2.3
2.3
3.1
311-Night Agency & Partnership, Schiller
21
3.1
0.0
'2.8
3.0
2.9
, 3.5
3.0
3.6
3.5
3.1
2.5
2:4
2.9
312-Day Corporations; Green
128
3.00.0'
3.3
3.0
3.3
3.2
4.0
3.7
3.6
3.6
3.4
3.4
312-Day Corporations, Stevenson
117
3.5
4.1
3~7
3.7· '4.3
4.2
4.0
4,3
4.2
4.3
3.4
4.0
3.4
313-Day Sales & Sales Finance, Rothschild
86
3.6
0.0
3.6
4.43.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.3 , 4.6
4.0
3.7
·4.3
3l3-Night Sales & Sales Finance, Rothschild
75
3.7 ,4.3
3.9
0.0
3.6
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.2
4.5
4.1
4.2
3.6
325-Night T&E, Stewart
51
2.7
2.7
2.9
2.7
2.4
2.5
2.9
3.0
3.7
2.6
3.0
3.1
2.6
33 l-Day Product Liability, Schwartz
48
3.5
0.0
3.7
3.3 ' 4.5
3.4
3.6,"
4.3
4.2
3.7
2.8
2.7
3.5
332":Day Fed. Jurisdiction, Green
24
3.4
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.5'
3.1
2.9
2.4
... 2.0
2.5
2.5
2.8
2.3
332-Day Fed. Jurisdiction, Smalls
71 ·3.1
0.0
3.3
3.1
3.2,
3.1
3.7
4.0
3.9
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.2
334-Day Adv. Crim. Procedure, Robinson
7
3.3
4.0
3.4
3.43.7
3.4, 3.7
2.6
4.0
3.4
3.1
2.7
3.3
336-Day Federal Income Tax,Kempler
135
3.5.
',4.0
3.5
3.6
4.4 -: 4.4
4.7
4.7 4.3
4.6
4;2
4.1
4.2
336-NightFederal
Income Tax, Speiler .
77 " 3.2
4.1·.' .:, 3.8
'4.0
3.4 . 3.5
3.5
3.4
3.7
4.1
4.4
4.5
3.8
2.9
4.1······
338-Night Tax,Fed. Est. & Gift, Kramer
112
2.9
'3.2.
2.9
3.8
3.6
2.9 3.8' . 3.6
0.0
3.5
3.5
34l-Day Labor, Merrifield
'
94
3.9
0.0
3.5
3.7
4.1···· 2.7,
4.0
3.5
3.6
3.4
,3.3
3.7
3.3
348-Night Domestic Relations, Potts'
27
3.2
0.0
3.5
3.3··
3.7
.4.2;
4.6
4.6
4.1
4.1
2.5
3.6
2.5
359-NightPatent
Law, Kay ton
22
3.8
0.0
4.2
4.0
'4.6
4.9
2.3
3.6
4.4
. 3.7
4.5 ' 4.0
4.5
372-Day Admin. Law, Miller
33
2.3 " 2.0
1.8
0.0
105
2.3
2.0
2.3
3.1
2.1
3.0
1.9
3.0
372-Day Admin. Law, Park
.
90
2.6
0.0 :' 2.4,'
2.5",2.0
2.6
3.9
3.6
0.0
2.5
3.1
2.3
2.8
381-Day Environmental Planning, Reitze
47
2.6
3.3
3.7
2.9
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.2
3.0
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.3
389-DayMedecine for Lawyers, Hirsh"
118
2~9
3.6
3.6
4.7' , 4.3
3.4-:t4
4.3
0.0
4.4
3.0
4.2
2.7
390-Day Forensic Medecine, Sharoe
17
3.8
4.4
4.5
4.3
3.5
,4.1
, 4.8
4.6
4.5
4.1
3.3
4.2
3.2
424-Day Business Planning, H. Green
17
2.9
4.5
4.3
3.5
4.1'
4.6
4.8
4.5
4.1
.
3.3
4.2
3.2
446-Night Legal Employment, Ginsberg, Hartman 38
3,4
0.0
3.6
2.9
3.5
3.4
2.5
3.5
2.9
3.4
4.1
4.8
3.4
,492-Night Science in Legal Process, H. Green
19
0.03.4 3.7
3.7
3.3
3.2
3.1
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.1
3.9
3.9
3.~
3.6
3.9
3.9
4.2
3.7
3.9
3.8
3.1
3.2

3.-r
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.We're standing up .to them 'in the fields.will you stand up-to them in.the stores?
I enclose $
to help the
farm workers survive the coming
weeks or months without a working
wage.

Y TAKE A STAND

o I would like to help with the' bo _

, colt of grapes, iceberg lettuce, Saf~way ~nd A .. ~ P.Please
more mformatlon.

send me

YOUR NAMr..E~

_

ADDRESS,_--:-

CITY

_

~

_

Make Checks Payable to "United Farm
Workers Union".
Mail to: United Farm Workers Unton
.
4101 23rd Street
" 'San Francisco 94114 .
Call (4IS) 864-S613 for further info.
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LibrarY·Stand3:rds

(Cont.)

eontinued from p. 1

the leadership of every other' member School's library spend see the actual standards and
approved
school, take as our not less than $60,000 each year how GWU stacks up against
otherwise untlawed compliance
.ideal
that
our school's library 'for acquisitions. We at GWU them. You will conie away with
withall standards, we share our
technicalufailure" with some of "must be a responsive and active. spend about $1SO,000-plusyear- an appreciation Of your library
you have not had before. I have
America's prestige law schools force within the educational life Iy(in today's dollars) foracquisiof
the
law
school".
We
would
do
tions,a
figure-that
will
rise
visited twenty-five law school
as well as such neighbors in
Washington as· ..Georgetown, so if no standards whatever significantly in 1977-78. The' libraries from coast to coast in
American, Catholic, and nossi- existed, since any law school . ABA does not impose a dollar- the United States in the last
bly Antioch (a non-AALS .worthy of the name will strive 9>r, standard of any kind on the several years (from Harvard to
school),No law school has been excellence. We agree that. our libraries of approved schools. Cornell, from California-Berke"effective support of the shool's For example, the ABA strict-new
ley to University. of Chicago,
placed on non-member probateaching
and
research
programs
.
standards
only
require
that
a
law
from
Georgetown to Houston,
tionary status where the lack of
requite
a
direct,
continuing
and
'.
!ibrary
carry
t~e
law
reviews
and
from
Columbia
to Tulane) and
seating percentage was the only
failure to meet standards. A mrormed relationship with the Journals pubhshed by the law have never failed to come away
surveymade at the direction of faculty and administration of- schools located in, its own state,. from these libraries - with a
Dean Kramer of our library in the law school". Yes, we concur plus American Bar Association renewed appreciation of our own
-and more than concur, since the 'and local bar association period- ~ shop, When our library was
1976 produced a finding that
ABA standard _quoted refers icals, plus "an additional twenty much smaller, more cramped,
although we could crowd 650
only to "faculty and administrapublications.,. of ' re_cognized more inadequatelyfunded
and.
seats in the library, the congestion", and at GWU we feel this 'national significance, complete staffed than now by a country
tion, burden on an already-inshould extend to the students as from at least 1950" . The poorest mile, we were turning out
adequate heating and air-condiwell. Further with reference __
to law school library I know meets graduates like Patricia Roberts
tioning system, and hardship to
ABA standard 604 from which these requirementsseveral times Harris (President Carter's HUD
readers made it better that we
these quotes are taken,' we do over. We at GWU not only take . Secretary), I. William Fulbright
make . a modest increase in have tor our library the "autoall required journals, but also of the F.B.I., several Navy Iudge
seating without striving for nomy to direct it (the library's). 771 law review and journal Advocates General, innumercompliance with an unrealistigrowth, development, and utili- subscriptions of which no less able judges of federal and state
cally strict rule. Since we • zation to afford the best possible than 653 are in complete sets courts, ambassadors, sub-cabioccupied this building in 1976, service to the law school".
from the beginning (most far' net officers, the President of
we have increased student seat-,
pre-date the 1950 starting date Harvard. University (Derek C.
ingfrom about 450 to 528, about
The true paper-tiger status of mandated in the standards).
Bok), and far more leaders. If
the practical maximum that the
the ABA and ,AALS require- And so on; time and space they can survive a far worse
structure can accommodate unments is demonstrated by the preclude further specifics, Any library than. we have ?ow, 'our
til some later date when the
quantitative
standards.. The member . of the law school students can make a shift. to use
non-library uses of the building
more prestigious body (the community is welcome to visit a library our predecessors never
can be located elsewhere.
AALS) 'only requires that a my office in business hours and enjoyed.
As to the American Bar
Association, this body did not
begin "approving" law schools
until 1922. This is done through
the Section on Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar, and
has legal consequences not
applicable to the AALS standards, since all states grant
bar-examination access to graduates of ABA-approved schools,
and in some states to no other .
lawgraduates. Because the ABA,
standards are much easier to
reach (even with the stricter
requirements adopted in December 1976), more schools are
on the approved list of the ABA
than are members of the AALS.
George Washington has been on
, the ABA-approved list ever since
/.
the list came into being about 55
years ago. Again, it is in
absolutely no danger of loss of
its approved status, either for
library reasons or any other.
(The revised ABA standards, as
Mr. Hambleton's article indica.
ted, stipulate that the law
school's library must seat at
least 500/0of its larger student .
body in a two-division: school.
Our 528 seats clearly exceed the
Soo seats we need to seat half of
our lOoo-member day division). ~
Standards are most useful as
challenges to the newly-emerging law school which is striving
for the status that approval
means, and for bar-exam. access
for its graduates. Periodically,
these standards should be raised
to challenge the schools to
greater effort. Both bodies do
this, but actually for an established school such as GWU,.the
standards are something of,· a
TeI.78~24
Eye St,
paper tiger, We at GWU, and

We're

cOunting
on
you.

Good L'uck-o'n ·-Exams!
'~The Advocate Staff

DON·'T PANIC!

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEEO

II

COIF SERIES
GILBERT LAW SUMMARIES
CASENOTES
SMITH'S REVIEW
. NUTSHEllS
HORNBOOKS
.'

DISCOUN·TPRICES AND
-COMPLET.E SELECTION
AT.~.
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK .CO.

.1917

NeW

Student

Representatives:

George Washington Law
SchoolBarbara -Robinson-Jackson,
202-225-7515
Howard Law School..,..
Farrell Don Tate,
301-588-0163
Antioch Law SchoolJoan Johnson,
202-265-9500
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'Hambleton ..
·.On'·"Fai lure".

(Cont.)

Course

--

continued from p. 2
our tuition just. as does every might also bear reflection that,
. choices - Post Conviction Dis- other student at the Law Center. among the evening. advanced
positions, Administration of Cri- Yet we are not receiving the courses' that' ARE .offered in
minal Justice, Law and Crimino- .same services. offered .to the criminal law for 1977-78, many
logy II, and Crime Lab. None of . more "traditioniil" student .. ' have been closed or require
these courses conflict with each
Perhaps the Law Center feels sign-up on a wait list.
.
other OR with required courses; that there is no demand for . I have always had the highest
The 1977~78 schedule, of . evening courses related tocrim- . regard for-the National Law
classes, particularly if it is inallaw.I find this assumption ,Center •. and I an not assuming
indicative of schedules to come" to be. questionable at best. It that there is any intentional bias
places an unbearable burden on may have been true in the past, against evening students interevening students interested in" but, even if this WAS the case, ested in criminal law; Therefore
criminal' law and related-subthe issue bears. re-examination. +. I present my dilemma for your
jects, Most evening students-are Judging from informal .discus- .;Consideration and look forward
attending evening classes not· sions with fellow first-year.evento'""\1earing from you on this
only by choice, but because ing students, I am not alone in matter. Respectfully, Marie
circumstances require it. We pay my feelings or frustration. It .' Henry. .
,

continued from p. 1
the school is not 'failing' in
with luck, can be found ina. terms of the law library service
labyrinth of windowless stacks of and legal research assistance it
tightly spaced shelving; a' dusty provides. While improvements
archive staffed by a few who in library service are now under,
might know the location of· way, it remains to be seen if the"
material, but who are untrained library will play an 'active' part
and unable to help in explaining in the curriculum. The whole
its use.
emphasis ofthe new standards is
The alternate view is that the to add/this dimension to mere
library is the laboratory of the . quantitative criteria, to go a step
law school, where law students beyond any book or seating.
are taught by trained legal space count toa
qualitative.
'research assistants to use the requirement of service to the law
, .'
tools of their trade: the different school community.
legal information sources, wheIndeed, as Mr. Bernard says,
therbook, microform, or com- the quantitative standards by',
puter. This is the view the. ABA which law libraries are measured
recently endorsed by its amend., are low and easily met. The real
ments to the accrediting stan- challenge lies in involving the
·d· "
dards..,
;....
law library in a positive, active
-In other words, it is not way in the educational life of the :..
enough just to have the necessa- law school. While some may
ry legal material; there must be view' this requirement as a
a program of informed' access to. 'paper tiger', other law schools
continued from p. 2
.neys, I hate to break the .news to .:professor that, in addition' to
this material. The' fact that the have met this'. challenge. to faulted for offering a position to them, .but the real world is much being correct on the .Iaw, th e
G.W. law. library subscribes to comply with the spirit of the the applicant
with·. better more competitive than. law' student clearly grasps the guts of
771 law reviews and J'ournals is ABA standards.'
.' .
·grades?A. ndshould .employersschool.
an, issue and deals precisely with
to 'be applauded, However,.it is
The achievements of earlier (and-students who seriously wish
..'
Heihman bemoans the fact the question presented. That is
appalling that as recently aslast... G.W. graduates. are indeed a to emphasize their, talents) be that studying.. is subject to- exactly what judges expect (and
semesterG.W. had, according to: sourceofpride
for the school. hamstrung' by the school's use of' diminishing returns. Using his too often do not receive) from
a nationally published survey, . However,law students today are only two slots? I think not.
own example, apparently he lawyers.
the Worst record of hours of entering: a job market much
A more fundamental problem would not work twice as hard to
. . .'
professional library . assistance tougher .thanthat which faced . with the-letters of Heihman and raise one of his law schoolgrades
A sixth grader equipped With
available .to. students' .of all two many of their predecessors ...Th ey Anderson is .their apparent
"only" five or six points, Le., the appropriate Gilbert's outline
division law schools 'in' the need to be as competent, as
.'
can grade law school examina.
killed
d
full
d
belief that only ,Iawoschoolfroma
top 25% 79 to a top 5% tion answers for aceura cy' •... Law
country;
5 I
,an as
y prepare as grading is competitive andthat .. 85. I trust Heihmancan keep a
I'
Thus, while.:
• as Mr. 'Bernard' possible. That the. law library is if they could just "leamthe law.. ,,· straight face when heexplains to school' profiessors are given. the
properly poir .··tsout, G.W. meets required actively' to aid in this without .competitive pressures; .one of his clients that they could job ,. however , 'bee'ause they have
the minimum requirements of' preparationj and, that to a great they. necessarily' will'. become' have won' by. Heihman working demonstrated ~e.. ab.ility, to
lawlibrary m.aterial .•the.re might' extent it..has not, can· only.. be competent and successful attor7 twice
.'
as hard, but. he refused to ' analyze '.legal wnting .m . more
.
b.:..e~"ii!!soiii!m~.~e
i2!qii!u~estlii2'
o~n~asii!2Sto~w;;!hii!eth~e~r
ii2itiilSe~rm~i!Sedi!S'i!!iaii!!ifal!!iii!5lui!srei!5'i!5'
i!!ii!5i!si!5i!5"i!5'
i5!5i55i!5' i!si!5i2ii55i5!5L55i!25i5!5i55i!2si5iSi!!ii!5i!'ijf
do sO because of ..diminishing. ~fined terms. Professors some!.!-i
returns.!'
,•
,
ti~s
are unreasonable and
'.Andersonsuggeststhat
it ~ifficult to ~rsuade, }lut someroften is impossible fora profes- times so are Judges.
.
sor . to justify the difference
The concerns Heihman and
between"say, an 81 and an80, or . Anderson exhibit regarding "cut.
even·a7S and a 79 in grading throatcompetition'~
are valid.
essay examinations. But learn- Anyone razoring' Palsgraff out of
ing how to write to impress a· the West system in. the library
reader is what being a lawyer is should be expelled.'· But when
all about. .
__
competition remains· within the
Being. correct. ·on the' .law . is confmes of ethical practices, the
irrelevant if the reader is not cries of "I was robbed" (excludpersuaded. Students should not ing the valid claims of disCririli~
obje~ to !>eingexpect~d to write nation by minority groups)
examtnation a!.1swersm a man- sound more like "sour grapes."
ner designed to convince the
F. Shaun Bums

..H ora t~o~A 1ger s .
·
";"k'
,·'/·~;!.··~."B·'··· ·'·':'-k······
""00
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BEIGHTBAR REVIEWSCHOOL:'CLASSES IN Sil VEil SPRING'WHEATON, !ttARYlA'ND

MARYLAND BAR EXAM,
Cour.e

COlli III ence.

June 1I 1977

A ,MESSAGE FOR DADDIES

Registrations are now being taken'
.." ..

for' 'Jul,y, 'J 977 bar

exam

FOR FURTHER 'INFORMATION
--CONTACT:
.
,Thomas 1 leight·

~

.'.

,;'

They'd rather have'you around than your insurance .
Get yourself a good, thorough examination once a
year. Onc~ a year, let your doctor really look you over.
It'll take alittIe time, and a little patience. And maybe
he'll poke around a little more than YOU'dreally like.
And so he should."
.
The whole idea is to keep you healthy. If nothing's
wrong (and more than likely, there isn't) hooray!
Come ba~k ne~t year. But if anything's suspicious,
.then you ve gamed the most important,thing:
time .
. . ' ~e can save lout of 2 persons when cancer is caught
mtlll!-e, caught early. That's a good thing to know. All
Daddies should know how to take care of themselves so
. that they can have the fun of taking care of their kids.
Remember-it's what you don't know that can hurt you.

570 Nort' fr.d.riclr A•• Bu, GaitIJ.rsIJur" Mary'and20160

Phone

948-6555 or - 460-8350,)'"

-----_._'-_.-------.,-,.,.~_ _._,.....
...

American
CancerSodety
.

--.,-----.ex

s
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Sex' Roles
by Ron Ostroff. ,
Norman Lear doesn't'make
entertainments. He makes statements. If they happen to be
enjoyable, aside from being
informing, that seems to be just
a casual -by-product,
Lear's latest video effort is
"All That Glitters" (WDCA
Channel 20, 11 p.m., MondayFriday). It's basically a soap
opera that takes the world and,
completelyturns around thesex
roles-- women are domineering
workers and men are the
submissive homebodies. The
statement is simple: Chauvinism
is disgusting no matter which
sex is exhibiting it.
The program focuses around
the employees of the Globatron
Corporationand their mates and
lovers. All the big wigs are
women.The feeble-minded secretaries are men. '
The women, who really representthe men in this all~ory, are
shown as strong and self-centered-only out for number one.
Themen are drawn as meek and
basically stupid. Because, of
course, men are only good tor
onething. And many Globatron
executivestry to find out which
malesecretary is the best at this
onething as the execs continuously search for lovers other
thantheir husbands.
The women ,always lookon
l

'!HEIR work.~smost important.
How can you even talk to me
about your cooking with the day
I've had" a woman yells at her
husband. Some of the men strive
'to be more than just secretaries
or househusbands. "Why"'you
want a career, I'll never under- -.
'stanA" a woman executive tells'
her aspiring actor, husband.
.y
It's gimmick. television. .Once
it's revealing and maybe even
slightly humorous: But twice, it's
ugly. To see anyone play power
, games with helpless people is not
fun unless you happen, to be
either a sadist or a lover of soap
operas.'
.
The only real humor in the
program was something Lear
couldn't control. After several
minutes of very aggressive women executives, Channel 20
provided a commercial minute
or two of dippy female secretaries and meek housewives worries
about their weight. The change
from fantasy to reality was
abrupt.
"
" "All That Glitters" is curiousity. Once a week, with its cliff
hanger endings and role reversals, it might last a few seasons.
But on a daily basis, it will
probably bum it self out very
quickly.
,
If you've even slightly curious,
catch "All ThatGlitters"now. It
may not bearound Iater,
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'Job,S' .

by Lynn Blner
First and secondyear students .
planning to participate in the
Fa111977interviewsare advised
to spend sometime this summer
preparing their resumes. Students who plan to have their
resumesprinted are warned that
the printing companies get quite
busyat the beginning of the Fall
semesterand are often unable to
get orders out quickly. Most of
the interviewswill commence on
September 26 with resume submission deadlines two weeks
prior to the actual interview
dates. Accordingly, September
12 will probably be the first
deadline.
I am hoping that the students
willbe more open-minded about
geography this year than in the
past, especially current first-year
students who will be interviewing for jobs with large firms for
summer of 1978. Recruiters
from Baltimore, Atlanta, Cleve-

land, - New York specifically
complained this past Fall about
the small number of second year
students who signed up. I realize
the problems with sub-letting
apartments, spouse's job, ete.,
but I also know that often these
same students are later interested in permanent positions only
to discover that the firms fille.d
all their slots through ,their
previous summer's program. ~n
interviewer from a large firm In
Cleveland wrote me "If 1had
one disappointment, it was that
only .one second year student
signed up to interview with us.
While I can appreciate the
desire of many of your students
to be employed on the Washington scene, I truly believe that
many of your stude?!s may.be
foregoing, opportumttes .WhlC~
they would seriously consider ~f
they would only broaden their
horizons."

Marriage, A nno'unced
On April 16 at Faith Lutheran Church in Arlington; Va., Susan
Ann Mertens was married to David Gerth.
"
The bride was formerly employed as a high school teacher WIththe .:
Fairfax County School System.
'..
h
th
'The couple will make their home in Honolulu, Hawaii were
e
bridegroom is stationed with the U.S. Army.

,

Ponders Fate

\H1.~

'
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Moot
Court·····
This past' Thursday, April
21, the first. year moot :court
.finals were held. The issue
debated concerned parental objections to the selection of school'
reading matter. This final round
was won by David Lennet &
David Frolio. The Judges also
had much praise for the runners-up, David Beller & David"
Ermer .. The judges hearing the
arguments were: .
Chief Judge Theodore" Newman
of the D.C. Court of Appeals;
Judge Joyce Green of the D.C ..
.
Superior Court; arid U.S. MagIS,
trate Lawrence Margoli of the.
U.S. District Court of the
District of Columbia.

The 1977 Annual Meeting of
the Law Student Division of the'
.American Bar Association wiJI
be held at the Bismarck Hotel on
.August 5-9 in conjunction with
.the American Bar Association's
"Annual Meeting. The theme of
the meeting will be "Something
for Everyone"; A wide variety of
programs, including addresses
by prominant lawyers and poli- ..'
ticians, will be offered; Seminars
on job placement, trial. tech- '.'
niques, how to start and build a
-Iaw practice,affirmative actionreverse discrimination in law
schooI admissions _.and sports,

entertainment and' energy law"
will . be available. Numerous
social events.. highlighted by . a
George Knapp, of the moot dance at Chicago's historic Navy
court honor board, advises all Pier and, the annual Division
1976- 77 moot court participants 'banquet, will also be offered. .
that they are welcome tojoin the
Anyone interested in attend. honor board ,_which is now ing can obtain registration forms
beginning its selection of next from Larry Greenfield, 659years's topics.
1349, or Marvin Dang, 6593834.
.

.

Beer
Blast
"""

Due to the favorable, response
which the beer blast on April 15
received, the . SBA .will. .be
sponsoring a "Last . ChlSS.)Jeer
Blast" on Thursday, April 28, at
4:00 p.m, It-will beheld on the,
School patio and be open to
all students, faculty and staff.
Weather permitting.

Law

Whoops
The Editors .'regret that
proper credit was not given for"
two photographs on the right
hand side of page 8 in our April
5 issue. Credit is owed to David
Goldston.

Be a Big
Brother

Pa,rting'
As I look at my graduating
peers, I am astounded at the
changes that have touched so
many since we shared" our
first-year fears. The concerns so
many of us' expressed seem now
so distant from the reality of the
lives that lay before us, I
. remember so many of my friends
who expressed contempt for, the
money-lawyers who speak their
'Client's interest 'and themselves"
believe in nothing.
.
, Those of you who will be
taking jobs in large Corporate
firms, or in government, or in
private industry, do you ever
wonder what are the consequences of your advocacy? How

many of you will argue that
repressive laws which intrude
into the private lives -of adult
.Americans should be upheld?
How many of you will prosecute
people. for . marijuana-related
offenses and jhen go horne and I
get high yourselves. How many
will support the military-industrial complex when. you know
weapons and violent death will
someday be. the result?" .

bility, yet the path I see so many
take is an evasion of that
responsibility. It is easy to forget
the poverty and repression of
others when we lounginginthe
comfort of doublefigure incomes
need never see. Yet none can
.deny' that the wealth of the few
"stands in stark contrast to the
poverty of the many.
There will always be those few
who refuse to accept the insanity .
of our society. Arid we few shall
Those of you ,who leave to fight YOQ who horde and oppress
others the task ~f building .~_ .and squander the people and the
sane, humane society are your- . earth. And we shall stand up
selves responsible fot"making
and say, you can sell yourself,
peace merely a. dream: Social but you can't sell me. :
Justice is everyone's, responsi.. , Sebastian

1'-
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Uoyd Elsten.,
For some reason I have his 'glasseS, I think they are on, the kitchen table,
When I wake up like this, every night, no some nights like this after two I -thick black frames and deep lenses, inseparable from him, his face. These
hear footsteps that start as the elevator door slams shut. Today is Friday, it were the pair that Charlotte bought for him in Dubrovnik, three years ago,
happened .Tuesday, the funeral yesterday. Maybe the noise is the chinese girl when we were at a conference of eastern european floor and ceiling tile
and her clogs. Keysjingle, a door opened, light- cold light drawing the outline people. These glasses were a replacement for a pair lost on the island ~f Hvar,
of a person in the doorway. Soon it will be four. The-light will start coming ,.the week after I met her. There was a party at a 'renovated villa, an
,throuAh the curtains. Seven. The radio tells about another ninetyfive and ex-Esterhazy palace. a terrible party. I didn't notice the hosts much, they were '
clear, airpollutionjndex onehundredandfifteen today. Tomorrow I can finish in their sixties and pink and grey, and I was rather quickly left by myse~fwhen
it, the part I hate worst, the cardboard box of ashesin.the truDk of my Rover."
he went out onsthe terrace to join a woman who had nodded to him and
Monday morninghe had been tine. I satin his office, watched him wind up smiled. When we were introduced she did not wait for my compliment, and '
to the point of giving,' me the ,weekly preliminary sehedule,but f4'st he did nothsten to it, but wanted to know who had won the bicycle race that day
practiced; as always, on the. secretary. The played telephone constantly, and didn't snap when I didn't know. She had a Boston accent. Her wrinkled
separated bya thin wall ofmabogany panelling:
'
.
face was blotted with age-mottling, perhaps seventy, but her hair was thick
Dammit Margaret. Can you hear me?Yes,good morning Margaret? The silver, and-shestillhad .an athletic body. Grey eyes expressed by turns
voucher for the briefcases, come get it. Sign it, I don't need it. Send.a lawc1erk.'amusement, pique, greeting, a running commentary on the conversation. I
over. Have him call first. Crouch and Fitzgerald. Where's my copy of the would be !taying in town. They would take the car over to Hvar and go fishing
Statler agenda this afternoon? No"I don't see a thing. What? Alright ••Then I for fivedays, Could I geta bottle of scotch? Fine, but it didn't matter. I
need four tickets to L.A., dinner flight, Tuesday. I'll be back here this shouldn't go out of my way. They would meet me in the hotel bar and we'd
evening, say 8:30, leave them in here. Yes, that's tomorrow. I don't care, see have dinner together, on Saturday when they returned. And they were gone,
what you can get. No, wait a minute, what about that niece of, oh nephew? leaving me surprised, wondering why I felt so warm to this woman I hadn't
Well is she? AIl over? A girl? That's fine, fine. Have someone order a large known existed, but who flew over from the States, to be with him. The same
flower arrangement, have a lawc1erk take it over, notat all. Margaret, could 'warmth I felt when she brought him into the bar Saturday and began telling
you get them to tum up the airconditioning in here, its stuffy as hell. this . me how they had been drunk one afternoon and 'driving past fields of
morning. Thank you Margaret,
lavender, grown as a crop, surrounded by stone walls like Massachusetts, and
So it is hard to think of how it happened. I've even walked back to the block he sent her out with a knife to cut some, but as she stood there, the wall came
and listened to the vendors, "Get em roses, three fo dollar, pick em, pick em, up and hit her in the-stomach, there she was lying on a bed of crushed herbs,
roses, three fo dollar", pastthe newstand to that comer. He must have been with lavendar flowers and bees. He had joined her, they had crawled into the
walking briskly for a man of his dignity, on a constantly blocked New York field and gone to sleep together.
_
.
sidewalk, almost trotting to get to the meeting with her. Exquisite pain
That time in Dubrovnik was the last vacation. I've never shared his ideaexploding in his right arm, he dropped an envelope that was stolen, he fell .that making money was as natural to a lawyer as kissing babies was to a
forward, facedown at the tires ofa parked truck.
' politician or that a five day week was something for associates who never
Tuesday evening, when I got the call; when was it? I think I was at my desk. wanted to spend their lives doing law anyway. I was lucky to get that time too
Barbara came into my office, dropping slips of paper from on-the-phone New York was closing in on me' then. 'I woke .up 'in that hotel and went ou
motions at me as 'she careened into a chair. She began to chatter about the right betore 'sunrise, because I was starting to wake up then,juststarting.
price of coffee and the little man inthe tlowership around the comer from her When the rain had stopped, the water stood on the ancient marble, uneven,
'building who always got her everything, even on just criminally short notice," centuries-worn paving blocks rain-slick and lustrous, Fishermen 'carried
so upset that someone shot him several times, but then it was probably some "ropehanks and sacks down to their motorboats, women passed in threes,
lover, and when could 1 read her draft brief? The phone rang, I picked it up staccato voices about the rain and prices, huge, wicker baskets on their
and heard Margaret whisper to goddammit please get over to her desk, now, shoulders, what was inside? That was the besf.not quite hearing what. they
and say nothing to anyone,come now, That was Tuesday evening.
.
said and not being able to understand even ifI had. I had that week alone and
Tuesday night his wife looked past me into the hall, Well, ah, look, Roger, then Charlotte'S face laughing behind sunglasses, was saying that the last laps
its very nice of you to come like this and tell me but, ah,: well look I can't go were so easy it was like dog-paddling in the Styx.
"
'
,,"
over there like this, I, I will have to get ready and I'll meet youdownstairs in'
His wife asked me to do it, after all, ah, with no children, it seemed,
about a half hour, ah, alright? She closed the door in my face. I had been ah ...•Tomorrowwill be Saturday. I will getthe car out of the garage and make
called, I had found out from her driver that she was at home, even though the the journey upstate to their country house. '!twill be sunny, blindingly sunny.
receptionist said she was not at home until 'I told him that her husband had Finally, I will turn off onto their private drive, dustclouds will swirl up after
had a heart attack. Then' he called up. He warned me that she was the wheels. lwill stop 'at the side gate, draw the iron gates aside, drive around
entertaining "a friend", but! walked around to the elevators and took one to back of the mainhouse. I'll park by the terrace and'-open the door for
the apartment. An hour and twenty minutes, but she knew I would wait. She Charlotte. We will stand there on the' terrace" as his Will, directed, looking
came down smelling of hair spray and too much perfume, in a soft, light green down on the dry lawns and gardens, the steps" the fence, and then briarbush
. dress. She took notes on a little pad, Italian leather binding, took notes about and trees down to the brown Hudson. She will take the box. It sounds as if the
arrangements and errands, to the hospital.
.
foot;steps ~r~ stopping; no, they are going past my door, nothing but the hum
At five minutes after ten Wednesday ushered into the vault at his bank, of airconditioners,
.'
,
w~~~~~~~~ve~~~~~~.~~~~~
clerk's glasses. If I would sign the slip, and signer affirms that the lessee is ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i.£~~i.£ili~i£il:t~ilii.£
living, Roger S. Hackley. Pink fingers that began to undulate and get hungry
for the matching steel key. The briefcase was heavy to carry outside •
Stop at the Steuben showroom' fOf two crystal compotes, They had not
responded to an order his wife had given them the week before. Saleswomen,
not salespersons, stiff blue hair over grey faces, and how could they be of, but
~.
no, she did not, and Mr. So and so had not seen that design, but perhaps Mrs •..
in the softly-lit room through the door, sir,but she told me, the last one, that
they were no longer made, so sorry. I called his wife and then they put me on
an extension so that I heard her tell.them that utterly ridiculous. I had these in
a set from you, it couldn't have been, couldn't have been more than five or six
. CIRCLE
years ago, and if you can't expect the most minimal service from Stu-BEN,
A Journal of the Arts
well then what was so superior about Stu-BEN, and, ah, yes, yes, two more of Editors .. ~•••..•..•...••.••.
;•.•.•••••••••••••••.
sebastian graber
them, to replace breakage. The rotary cutting voice subsided, and thank you,
,,'
.
',
.'
.,"
Paul Restuccia

•

R~. Thursday I remember her abstracted look as she emerged from
revolving glass doors.' Her black heels and dark stockings over her thick legs,
the black in her dress, a fur-trimmed hat, it alllook.ed cruel iii her contrasting
white skin, her fat-woman'~ jowls, her blonde hair (no gray at forty-six)
crushed beneath that dark hat. Her hard blue eyes looked away from me.

Photography..........

.==.

lames Scott-cover; p. 3 (bottom); p. 5; p. 6(top)
sebastian graber ...p. 3 (top); p. 6 (center, bottom); p. 8
, Copyright reserved by. each author
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The cobweb architecture of a word
of language can impart the finest shade .
of meaning to a migrant .thought delayed'
for but a second. Carefully we gird
with delicate reality a bird
which never was. orfocus on a blade
of grass, as all of life bydetlth betrayed.
Thus by design.We leave the reader stirred. .
With words isformulated the building
of castles of time and mansions of space
that tower in sincere understanding.
,
How could 1 know by your tender embrace
and bejeweled eyes that you were lyingwith all your magic spiders and spun lace.

;/

,

Pamela Rasso

1 did not mean to swing so wild
And end the game.
Rather 1 hoped my force would
Find yours whole and willing to play
.And we would parry. strength against strength
Until the peace of response and understanding.'
What is thepeace of knowing. caring? . ,
What can there be. beyond the players, "
In the creative power of love?
Nancy Fulton

he's sitting there
laughing/and 1 haven't
the button to turn
-him off.
.
he must go on
and me also.
In our paths
we'll meet and
he'll say "why'
.' "
were you crying
and I'llsmugly
. , . reply. "I dislike .
privatejokes" and .,"
push his button.
then we'll be
lonely together.
and that is called
Bliss.
.Nancy P.

>

"Ifeel allbetter now. r» she said ..
"Becausemy tummy's full

and my fingers are tired ."

all life
seemingly a dream
. . leading up to now .
making me wonder
whereigo
and how
by fate or i

Then shefell asleep on top of6,000 pages
. of confessional literature written to God,
who' knows.
Nancy P.

James Scott
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Renovctlcns

.. .

Paul Restuccia
Her name was Lisa, born in Grosse 'Point,?aughter of a Ford. ex~cut~ve,
.Things had changed in the North End since Frank Giorgione had returned.
spent summers in a cottage on the Upper Pe~lnsula, had had a Flat I? hl~h
The oldwarehouses along the waterfront, crumbling and vacant for years, had school, enjoyed a graduation present in Pans and another fall tounng In
been bought up by developers who renovated the buildings into shops and Europe. She'd gone to the ~nive~sity o~Mi,:higan.for two years, dropped out,
condominiums. A neighborhood that was once a refuge for newly-arrived worked as a waitress and lived with artist friends m a farmhouse outside Ann
immigrants now seryed the outsiders who moved into Boston. .
Arbor, had had four or five lovers, got regular checks from home, and when
Frank stood outside his .apartment, watching the pedestrians dodge one. her mother had died moved back home. :Four lJ,l~nths ago she' had come to
another in the Waterfront Market. The central mall was dotted with cafes and Boston, refusing to take any more money from her fat!ter. She.had w~rked for
art galleries, while the first floor of the building held shops.filled with baked two months ina gallery on Newbury Street, and now, m her ownbusiness, she
, goods, flowers and antiques. He looked at the airbrushed finish of the. granite, lived in an apartment in Cambridge with a dressma~er:
...'
the stone a dull grey, metal balconies jutting out over the harbor. '.,
"It's certainly strange," she said. "I was the classic rich bitch ten years ago,
Shopping on Saturday was his reward for working all week, he thought. On and now I live on stale peanut butter.". '.'..' "
;
.
'
.
Friday all the phone calls, all the visits to the land developers had paid off. . "I grew up near here," Frank said. "My father's a butcher. He used to work
Frank had purchased two plots of land for his company's twenty~four hour· over in one of the warehouses until they renovated.it and. threw him out. It's
grocery chain.
'.
happening all over here'."
. .'.'
'
Both stores would be successful, he surmised, because 'potential' customers
"Then you must really resent my being here."." ,"
lived in single family homes, had a median income of $14,000, and worked at
"You just sell your own paintings."
....,
... "
white-collar jobs. The Night Owl Store would be an extension of their comfort,'
"Yes but it's people like me that drove you.rfather-out.".
offsetting the high price of the groceries.
'.
.
.
Frank wouldn't tell her that she was as responsibleas .the planners for the
Frank climbed the two flights of metal stairs leading to his"apartment,
change, that he felt the same anger towards her; He was attracted to her, and
stopping at each landing to catch his breath. He opened the door, dumping
the differences in their backgrounds intrigued him. The neighborhood girls
his packages on the floor, a new shirt, two pairs of pants, an 8 x 11 picture had seemed foolish since he'd gone away .to school, his widening interests
frame and a pair of shoes.
'.'
paralleled their narrow focus on husbands and boyfriends.
He sat in his recliner chair and opened a bag of candy, thinking about
"I love this city," he said, "but when 1came home from school everything
losing some ofthe fifteen pounds he had gained over the last three months. A changed. The block where I grew up has.a Mercedes parked out front. They
circular advertising a health club sat on his desk. He believed arigorous
renovate all right, jack up the rents and throw the lifelong people out. It's not
exercising schedule could restore his sagging will power.
, '.
fair. I can afford it only because I make good money. I feel like a hypocrite
Not that he was bad-looking nowrHe stood almost six feet tall, and except sometimes.'"
.' -.,. /
for a slight paunch and traces of a double chin,hewas fit enough. His dark'
. It was dark, arid Lisa suddenly stood .up and carefully took down the
eyes matched his matted brown hair, receding a bit on the forehead. A paintings from the side ofthe stall.
. '.,
.
.
mustache and a goatee angulated his round face. His suit, leather coat and
"I store theminback,"
she gestured. "Sometimes I wish I'dcome in one
hairstyle gave his apperance an added air of prosperity.
morning and find them gone. It gets depressing looking at.them day after day, .
But sitting there, he wondered why all of this had to happen. He didn't, seeing the mistakes, how you could improve things. How the' color wasn't
particularly like his jobas a site planner. Nor did he like the politics of office right. I like to get on with new things."
, '.'
'."
'
.-"
work, or being offered bribes by'land developers. He didn't want any of it,
"I'-d like to buy the "Three Women."
"
.
The renovation on the waterfront angered him; 'that residents. could buy
"You don't have to do that."
. their way into a tradition he had grown up with. That they could have a view
"I want to, and I also wanttoask you to dinner.';
of the sea, while his neighbors were pushed out at will. This once-Italian
"Oh I can't tonight, but maybe next week. And what would you do with my
neighborhood, the strong families, the celebrations, all of it was being invaded women. They don't really belong in this neighborhood."
....,
by outsiders. He was angered at his neighbors for creating the spectacle for
*;
*
*
the detached pleasure of others.
.'
.
On Thursday afternoon, Frank's supervisor told him that the company had
The neighborhood was shrinking. He remembered row houses in need of decided to slow down it's growth and would not need him for site planning. In
. painting, a baked-on gum of litter in the. streets, and how everything was "the interim, Frank was offered a job as a supervisor of thirty stores. Instead of
becoming so clean. The docks weren't meant to be clean, he thought. They spending hours in the office, he would be sent on the road to inspect the stores
should smell of work, piled up with ropes and lobster baskets, old/ but
for cleanliness and deal with grocery retailers and employment managers. He
serviceable.
wanted to quit immediately, but they, offered him a higher salary and he
Frank was one of the children caught up in the dream of leaving his family. promised to work for three months.
, ",'
,
Nine years ago he had gone off to college in Wisconsin. He had prided himself
Frank knew hestayed because he was afraid to quit. At times he was
on his escape, from the sight of his father's bleeding hands, from his charged by this energy of fear, driving himself harder and harder the more he
grandfather's talk about the chemicalplants. Unable to find a job in urban. hated the job. There was a careful balance between his positive and negative
planning, he came home and worked for Night Owl. His parents moved out of energy, so that all of it got squeezed somewhere in the middle. It was carefully
the neighborhood and he took an apartment in a restored row house. He' was planned, keeping him thoroughly confused and contentious with himself. It
afraid now that he had become nothing better than, his neighbors in the postponed his decisionto quit, or to do anything else because the confusion
condominiums.
.
... sapped his energy.
'
,
*
*
.*
Frank had visited Lisa on Tuesday, and after another long conversation,
Two Night Owl stores were located in the market, each on the bottom level she had promised to go out with him againvbut wouldn't give him a definite
of the warehouse, prime corner spaces which he himself had' negotiated. As ...-date.
.'
'......
Frank looked out along the mall a painting caught his eye. It was an oil done
It was getting' more diffic~lt for him to believe in his work, in himself, in
in mauves an4 reds of three women sitting on a couch in an apartment. They , love,.he·th~ught.~e was losmg the will to resist, seeking comfort, building
were looking at a model dressed like a skyscraper coming down arunway. The a?est forhlmselfwlth n~ one to share it. He had spent thousands of dollars on
first woman, head wrapped ina red scarf, had very hard features, a bony chin hiS apartment, for. a plano he couldn't play, a dishwasher he didn't use,
and an angulated face. She stared possessively at the dress, .a look of jealousy b~tc~er block fu~mtu~e, shag carpets. He was beginning to hate the comfort.
on her face. A second woman, who had softer features, was sketching the ; LI~a s house, he Imagmed, was .filled with canvasses and clothing material,
skyline of a city, drawing the dress in different locations. The third woman pamt splattered onth~ walls, ~mppets of cloth on the floor, art books opened
faced sideways, looking askance at the model with a scowling grin.
on second-hand t?rn~ture, p.lles of clothing stuffed in closets, a skylight,
,'lWhich one do you think is me?" a woman in a red jersf;y and jeans asked, clothes hung on a hne m the kitchen, a sink full of dishes.
s-milingat him.
'.
Fra~k, to ward off boredom, kept everything. ordered-' filing cabinets, a
. "The second one. You look introspective. in the same way."
checkmg.account balanced to the penny, his site blueprints catalogued and
"You don't see me resigned to jealousy then."
filed~ articles on land use and development clipped and labelled and in
"No. There are too many people resigned to something. You don't seem the manilla envelopes.
.
"
'.
type."
He walk~ ?ver.to the m.arlcet after work, a~d watched Lisa for a few
Frank looked at her closely. Her face seemed to change every moment,
m?ments, sitting tn her ~een lawn chair, pencil' in hand, talking to ,a
taking on the expressions and mannerisms of other women he had known. ml~dle.ag~d c~uple. He waited until they left.
Their eyes met and she looked away, curling her lips over her teeth. Her
'1ITTheh~Idn
Y t ~ant to:buy a.nything," she said, "so I gave them some good
chestnut hair fell smoothly over a round cherubic face. Her eyes were several WI.
elr son IS a painter m New York, and I guess they needed some
shades of blue. When she spoke her nose twitched slightly. A finger was over encouragement. I told them that painters aren't totally crazy."
her mouth.
.,~

"Everybody's gone off to be'an artist," Fra~k said: "We have video artists
w~o make cartoons, advertising artists who make commercials reporters who
write novels."
"
'
"You seem awful bitter today."
,
"I've been worse; I don't believe inrnuch."
,.
"I sold ano~her painting today. That's two this week. A'nd I got a letter from
my fat~er, he.s got pr?~oted again, and guess what my old roomate from Ann
Arbor IScommg.to VISit.And. he's bringing some paintings, .and I'm' excited
b
tw fh
ecause. 00 ISworks arein.a gall~ry ~nNew York: And my roomate, she's
~ol,~some of her dress~s ~oan expensive little boutique."
You seem to be enJoymg yourself.': '
.."
'..'
,"Not real~y,I've been very depressed. But Lget.cheerful when Ico~e here....
It s such a DIceplace to work." ... _
..'
.
, "W ouldyou like to go to dinner?":
"I don't know."
" "
'
,

"
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the carpet, putti?g records on the turntable. Frank sat on the couch, enjoyin~
the spectacle. ~Isa ~oved from on~ thing to another, playing the piano a
~oment, then jumping over to the window to look at the emaciated leaves on
his phontos plant."
,
.
'.
"Everything's so ordered," she said. "I could never live'like this. I need
c.haos!o work, things encroaching on me, everything at hand and at the .same
time hidden and out of place."
"It makes my job tolerable."
"It's a nice way to insulate yourself."
"You have your way of insulating yourself." '
, " ..'
. "But I believe in what I'mdoing."..
.' "
.."
.
Frank took a large sip of his drink. She had found his weakness. All this
talking, .he~thought, but so.oileror ater he'd have to decide. Whether to accept
less of himself, to lurk behind the shelves of his stores, or to stop reacting and-

"I don't unde!stand you. Sometimes I think you're putting me off. I sit at' do something.
.
home an~ maketli.o.usands of i.n,.
terpretations of everything you say."
"You see," shesaid, "itdoesn't matter to me whether I'm going forward. I
.
'.
really don't have to go anywhere. And it doesn't frighten me." .:
,.'
Lisa div~rted the. conversation to her work. After a while' it was as though. . "Why can't youta~e m~ as I am,"Frank asked, draining his glass. "I don't
they weren t speakingto each other.rbut merely talking to themselves loud
want to fig~t abou~ It. I like you, and I'd like things to work out. I'nisorry,
e~ough ~or the ot~er t~ hear, Frank would use his hands, his voice becoming _ would you like a dnnk?"
.
higher pitched while Lisa nodded, not listening but thinking ofa story of her:"
"No!'.
.'"
own. And when they reached a pause, one of them usually would make an
. "I'm not asking you for anything. If it doesn't happen, I'll survive. I've done
off-handed remark that seemed to fit into the conversation. 'It
before, besides I do a pretty good job ofit."
.
.
'.
"I want' rythi
to."
'h"
..: .
".
..'
. "
',",I
don't. think you're as tough as you think," she giggled.
..
.
eve. mg a once~_s .e'said. "I'd like to be free and creative, butI
S
tId
.
want bonds too. I want security a.ndfreedom at the same tim e.":
....
orne Imes won er why I even' bother. I can't live like this surrounded
"I'
h
by all these things. They do nothing for me!'
'
vegOtten ure badly a few tirnes,"· Ftanksaid; "I always seem to love
"I d'
d
mO"re,
than I'~ 10,ved.I.don't. want it to hap.pen.again.'~ .'
.
on t un erstand~ If yo? feel so strongly, do something about your life."
I m s rry fI d
th
F~ankgot ,uP. to pour hlms~lf ano~er drink, as a motorcycle sped by
"
~ 1m
~mg ISto yO?, ~aking you depressed."
..'
o~tsld~. He wanted .to.be on It, lay It out flat on the highway, feel, the
I ~on t want to frighten you. I~ s Just that Spring can be so disappointing.
vI.brations a.nd the, wln.d. He wanted to wind it up, move through the gears
You expect too much. You begtn to think ther~sa
someone."
.' ,. .reason for. meeting
Withi'out. osmg r.p.m.:-Just keep driving over the red line until something
stopped him.
.'
. '.

. ....

"I'm very confused. Maybe yo~lve come at the wrong time. Because I
usually know what I feel, I know right away. When I paint, I always feel the
colors and see the shapes before! start. I'll mix paint. for days to get that
color. I can't work without it, and then if the rnix works, I'll paint wildly,
staying up two or three nights to finish it. If not I'll just sit in my room and
mope. I'll sit until I lose that vision of color!' "

"I'll tell you how I'd like it to be. I want the neighborhoOd people to live
here, to have the view of the sea. I got a plan I drew for a renovation. Inside I'd
like to keep as much of the original wood as possible. The people who lived
there would own their own shops, there'd be a co-op arrangement. And
there'd~e an activities hall, a counseling centers play rooms for ldds, a gum
and even a pool. I'll get the gawkers o~t ofthere!'
*
* .
*
"Would you like me to go?'" she asked.
Frank rolled on his bed, holding his knees to his chin. His shoes felt too
"No. I can see a new development over in that old fish warehouse on
heavy for his feet, everything weighed too much. He had to get them off, he Commercial St. Why try to beat them head on. I'll use their ideas to vault
thought, he had to do that at least. He shook his head back and forth, and' around them. I~vegot to think it through. You know) thought a lot about
reached for a half-empty bottle of Scotch on the nighttable.
' .leaving, but why should I let them kick me out?'"
.
.'
He thought of his grandfather, sitting upright in his chair, so quiet in his
Lisa brushed back her hair and sat down onthe couch. Frankwatched the
last years. How his strength numbed, how he had lost his desire to eat or to woIk
light in her hair. He could see something in her eyes. He knew it wasil't love. ,'.,
in his garden. And of his father, and the day he told Frank he had decided to
I want to be naive sometimes, he thought. I want to believe in my vision of
move away. And of the lectures his father had given him on the glory and love, in my illusions. I can make it happen, I believe that. We're' all so
pride of the family, on how work was the sac~fice .he made for the f~mily's obsessed with ourselves. .
'
welfare.·His father had always tried to protect hiSchtldren from hungenng for
Frank laid his head on the armrest as Lisa stood and stretched.
more from life but both he and his sister had gone away.
"I have to go now," she said. She stood for a moment looking at her
Footsteps o~ the metal stairs distracted him. Someone was running, and . painting on the wall. "You have to learn to accept change!'
.'
trying to arrive unnoticed.
.
~ .
.
Frank loo.ked out the window, at the building his father had worked in for
"Frank, are you there?"
'.
..
.'..
. '.
thirty years. Where his shop had been he could see soft lights behind the
He opened the door, and saw Lisa lea~1Ogagainst the wall. She wore a whlt~ drapes of a balcony door. The masts of sailboats reflected below in the dark
frock, smattered with paint, smudges oftt on her face and hands.
..
. water.
"I've been working, and suddenly I got the urge to come over. J can see
He walked outside and sat in front of Vecchia's GrOcery. The old man had
you're a little preoccupied.",
died last year and the store had been sold to a young couple from the suburbs.
"No, come in," Frank said.
.
..'
.
He remembered the store exactly as it was when he was a child. It almost
"This apartment is beautiful " she said, peek10g 1Otothe kItchen.
looked the same now, the salamis still hung on strings in the window and the
Frank led her around the ap~rtment, explaining in detail where he bought
tort(me still carefully arranged on glass shelves. And except for little jars of
his furnishings, how he built his kitchen table and couch. ~he looked at every soybeans in the comers, Frank could have been sitting there twenty years ago.,
object carefully, smiling at her painting on the wall, smooth1Ogher hands over He had not lost this vision of color.
.
"

..........
",,-.
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feeling never so alone
i hear only the lonely screeching'
of gulls
"
.
faraway'
-,"sailingtn theearly morning light
.
~
.

.)

-~.

-

you speak to me of time
. and ask me
.
to be your friend
gladly i would
and could
had i never felt
the softness in your lips

:,-,'-

christine
even the sound of your name
weaves its web of beauty

se'uring torture
from your words
that deny feeling
how long can i dream
that we might live a dream
. where is the endof emptiness
no humanless human
will ever explain to me
. how the most beautiful experience",
love
"
can cause the soul
such pain

lying here
..
writing poetry
by music and candlelight
wishing for you
. and writing for .
no other reason than
not having you here

."\ t""lh.\

,.

..

Poems by James Scoff
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A march Episode
~

,

sebastian graber"""John,
The wind blew his ~air all around his face. He' could feel every breath. -He
openedthe gl~ door Into the foyer ~f her apartment building and pulled his
\V~netfrom his bac~ pocket,fu!Dbhng to find the crumpled piece of paper
WIth her address on It. ' .
,'..,'
.He pushed the buttons on the security phone and waited.
"Yes?" Her voice. ~.
,

you're not making any sense."

,

'

".:_ooJ don't care about making sense. I know I can never understand you;' how
'it is to be so beautiful yet so insensitive to beauty."
":That's absurd," she laughed. '
, "Yes, that's absurd, trying to touch you with words."
~OWhatare you saying, John." .
."
.
'"
"If 1said llove you, it would mean nothing to you. How many men have

"Sarah, it's John. What are you doing?" '.
loved you?"
"
"I'm working on a paper.", ",
"
. _
She stepped back, shaking her head, and sat on the bed.·"
,',
"
"Well, look, I have to talk with you. Itwill only take a minute. Can Lcome
"If you do have feelings," he said, "you have none for me. The poetry that
up?"
'.
." ..'
.'
."
.•
you inspire in me is a stranger to you." He walked towards her and sat next to
"HoWabout tomorrow, John? Ihave to get this done by Friday and .•." :
",:her on the bed: He reached for her hands and touched them to hislips~
,
"Listen, I can't talk to you through wires and I can't see you for everything."I
have felt 'such beauty within you, and Lwish I could somehow free it,
andeverybodywho's more important than me:"
'
"
draw it outthrough your eyes and into mine.'
'
,"
"Alright. Come on up." ,
.,
. "
uJohn, you've never told me any of this before. I just don't know what's'
He waited for the light that unlocked the door, looking throughtheglass
going on. If you..."
.
."
.,"
. .
doorsto the street. The sun was low and bright, but his view was blocked by ","Look, Sarah, I've got to try and get you out of my head. I can't play the
thetall buildings. He saw the green light come on and he.pushed through the .chasing game and you're obviously not interested in me:'
.
doorsinto the lobby. An elderly woman reading a magazine on a worn brown
"Look we're just beginning to know each other. We have plenty of time:'
couch looked up at him as he walked by her and opened the door to the
"Sarah, Idon't want to court you. Ijust want ..." he shook his head.
staircase. He took a deep breath and ran up the three flights of stairs to her
,.< "What,"
she asked.
.
floor. He walked through the hall door, found her apartment and knocked.
There was a long silence.
'
Sheupened the door. .
._
. .
.
She looked into his gIlstening eyes and felt a strange feeling rising within
"What's so important?" she asked.
.
,her..
',,.
"Give me your hands," he said, leading her to a couch. "Now just sit for,~
, "Lhave.to think," she said.
momentand look into my eyes!'
",
'···.He
gotup and walked to the door.
" .
"What?" she protested.
"John?" she called as he turned the knob. "Are you alright? 1mean ..."
"Will you trust me?" .:»::
..
".
..
He looked at her and grinned, shaking his bead. "Y ou're unbelievable," he
For the first time she looked deeply into the blue.;green-grey of his eyes4,into .said, closing the door behind him.
,
theintricate web ofUgbt woven in the expanding blue seemed to ebb slowly in
He went back down the stairs and opened the door. As he. passed through
and out. She blinked and looked away.
",.'
,.; . ..',
"'.'
the lobby the elderly wOman on the conch looked up from her magazine and
Helet go of her hands, rose, and walked to the window, looking through the
smiled.·
....,
' .
.
eurtainsto the street below.
..
.
.' .
,
.'
.On ce ont of the building, he walked back towards the campus, the cool
"I make you uncomfortable?" he Isked.·
.....,.
wiod bl.ow.tnglu his face. nu, a!"""oon rai~ h~ cleansed the ~ir and ~"I just don't understand wby YO""." • .'
,,'
!w? bUJIdtoll" be saw the sun s rays bursting like a fan Of bgltt behmd the
"What do ou see when you look out this wlOdow? he asked.
SWiftlycleanng c1ou?s.
..'
.. .
"What do yon mean wbat do 1 see? Isee the buildings across the street. the
People walked b"!"k1ypast
as If ~e w~ !"VlSlble."Across the street be
d
ytr hts "
~ .
' beard someone playmg plano m the mustCbuddmg.
.
.
ca~~k s~a~wiIl;;;'
tree over there," he said. Sbe stood lUIdwalked to the
He crossed the street. eot~
the building.lUId sat on the sta,in, !eaJI!nghIS
. d
'~Th t tr is like you: beauty imprisoned in concrete."
bead against the wooden raihng. ~e mel~lc churds swelled to him I1kethe
W1?'W h' a ee .
b t?"
.
cresting of a wave. Through the Window In the door he saw a man and a
ow
. . on a b enc h·m th e par k across th e see.
tr t
"A dat are you talk 109 a on
d admires the fullness of tbe brancbes .lUId·tbe
woman st_g
n everyone paus~ an
'
And he felt once again the dream.
'greennessof the leaves..
• • • • • • • • • • "l

!'tnt

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ajoint reminisence

days of etched luminesence
the sun's burnished glow
breaking forth so slow
fissures in my surface
self-control _"
Jacquelyn Helm

;-.., ....

Ah. the raindrops of night'
Have they noJright?
Are they living right
.
Do they shun the day's light?

To be so brave.
'.From where is their cave?
How do they live on
with nO worry in sun.'
Whom do they follow?

They're beating 8.0 harshly
Have they no worry .
Do they not care'
How must they dare?

Does He. dear God.

.
/mow how to lead.
,
, Wh9m d~ they follow?
Nancy P.
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